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Attorney Docket No. 300116

METHOD FOR ESTABLISHING DIRECTION OF ARRIVAL
BY USE OF SIGNALS OF OPPORTUNITY

STATEMENT OF GOVERNMENT INTEREST
[0001]

The invention described herein may be manufactured and

used by or for the Government of the United States of America
for governmental purposes without the payment of any royalties
thereon or therefor.

CROSS REFERENCE TO OTHER PATENT APPLICATIONS
[0002]

None.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
(1) Field of the Invention
[0003]

The present invention is a method for simultaneously

receiving propagating electromagnetic signals to illuminate a
surface of equal segmented area apertures with each aperture
terminating in a radio frequency port coupled to a transmission
line.

An illuminated port phase center begins a signal path

where a digital image is created of an ensemble power of signals
captured by one aperture.

The digital images of multiple

apertures are processed with the locations of the phase centers
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in order to determine the relative direction of arrival of each
signal in the ensemble.
(2) Description of the Prior Art
[0004]

In the field of signal acquisition systems, there is a

need for wideband multifunction digital systems.

To address

this need, United States Patent Nos. 6,466,167 and 7,250,920 to
Steinbrecher disclose segmenting an air interface of a
communications system.

The communication system improves the

signal dynamic range of receiving signals in proportion to the
number of aperture segments of the interface and thereby enables
a wideband operation.
[0005]

Each aperture segment in the Steinbrecher references

has a radio frequency signal port with a well-defined phase
center where the received radio frequency signals are combined
in an ensemble so that the relative time domain properties of
the signals become fixed as the ensemble is amplified and
converted into a digital replica.

The digital replica is

processed relative to the signal ensembles arriving at other
radio frequency port phase centers in the segmented array.
[0006]

More specifically, Steinbrecher (United States Patent

No. 6,466,167) discloses an antenna apparatus with an array of
independent radio frequency capture elements with each capture
element having a radio frequency port that has a phase center
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with a known location relative to the other phase centers in the
segmented array.
[0007]

In operation, an observable signal may be inserted

into each signal path at a known location relative to each
signal path phase center.

If present, the observable signal is

summed with the signal ensemble received by each radio frequency
port in the partitioned array as though the observable signal
was injected at the phase center of the radio frequency port.
Any signal of opportunity in the field of view with an
independently known direction of arrival may be used as the
observable signal.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
[0008]

Accordingly, it is a general purpose and primary

object of the present invention to provide a method for
estimating the relative direction of arrival of radio frequency
signals.
[0009]

It is a further purpose of the present invention to

provide a method that uses a signal ensemble with an observable
signal as a signal that is coupled into each radio frequency
signal path in order to provide a phase reference for each radio
frequency signal in the ensemble with the amplitude and phase at
each signal path phase center remaining fixed over time.
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[0010]

It is a still further purpose of the present invention

to provide a method that addresses a signal ensemble which
includes a plurality of signals that are large and small in
amplitude and in which the direction of arrival of the signals
in the ensemble are determined relative to each other or
relative to the locally generated observable signal.
[0011]

The method of the present invention is based on a

statistical model of a partitioned aperture communications
receiving system and specifically a receiving system to converge
on a best estimate of the relative direction of arrival for each
signal in an ensemble of signals that are in a field of view of
the receiving system.

A typical partitioned aperture has a

hundred equally spaced partition elements arranged in a square
pattern resulting in seventy-two equally spaced vertically
polarized radio frequency port phase centers and seventy-two
equally spaced horizontally polarized radio frequency port phase
centers.
[0012]

The direction of arrival of a signal is specified by

two determinable and independent angles and is estimated by
using any group of four radio frequency port phase centers in
the partitioned aperture.

It should be noted that equal spacing

of the radio frequency port phase centers is convenient but not
essential to the direction of arrival determination which is
described herein.
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[0013]

If each determination is made by selecting one radio

frequency port phase center from each of the four quadrants,
then the number of independent determinations is over one
hundred thousand.

The determinations are statistically averaged

for an expected direction of arrival with a standard deviation
of approximately three percent.

Statistical averaging improves

the accuracy of the relative direction of arrival for two or
more signals in the ensembles.
[0014]

Each radio frequency ensemble is uniquely time

dependent because each radio frequency signal arrives at the
partitioned array of phase centers from a direction which may be
continuously changing.

Each signal in each ensemble arriving at

a phase center is time shifted by an amount that depends on the
direction of arrival of that signal.

It is this arrival

characteristic that allows a determination of an instantaneous
direction of arrival for each signal in the ensemble.
[0015]

Each partitioned aperture segment collects samples of

the incident radio frequency signals to form an ensemble of the
signals that collectively arrives at a phase center, passes
travel through a common signal path and is digitized by an
analog-to-digital converter (ADC).

The analog-to-digital

converter sampling process that locks the relative time features
of the digital signal processing steps are closely correlated
with the relative time features of the ensemble signals at the
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phase center of the aperture segment where the ensemble is
formed.
[0016]

Since the relative time features determine the

direction of arrival when at least four phase center signal
ensembles and corresponding signal paths are co-processed, the
accuracy of the direction of arrival determination is directly
related to the size and physical positions of the phase centers
associated with each aperture partition.

Continuous calibration

reduces or eliminates time-varying errors unique to each signal
path so that the corrected time and phase information can be
converted to a direction of arrival for each signal regardless
of a signal-to-noise ratio; provided that the minimum signal
intensity exceeds the minimum detectable signal for the signal
path.

The threshold minimum detectable signal for a signal path

is defined as kTFB in which “k” is Boltzman’s constant, “T” is
290 Kelvin temperature, “F” is the system noise figure and “B”
is the bandwidth of the signal of interest.
[0017]

A calibration signal of opportunity (CSOO) is used as

a reference in the determination of the direction of arrival of
another member of the signal ensemble under analysis.

The CSOO

may be any in-band signal of opportunity with a known direction
of arrival that enters the phase center of each partition
channel with all other signals of interest in the signal
ensemble.

The calibration signal of opportunity passes through
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each signal path to the analog-to-digital converter, thereby
terminating the analog portion of each signal path.
[0018]

The electromagnetic energy of each signal is incident

on the partitioned air interface is partitioned into a plurality
of approximately equal-power components, each of which is
directed to a single RF port where the electromagnetic energy is
captured.

As described herein, a partitioned air interface is a

plane with a capture area called an ‘Eplane’.

The partition

elements divide the Eplane capture area into a plurality of
small capture areas called ‘Epixels’.

If an Eplane with capture

area AA is partitioned into N Epixels, each with a capture area
XX, then AA is approximately equal to N times XX.
[0019]

As explained in United States Patent No. 6,466,167,

the electromagnetic energy captured by each Epixel is resolved
into two polarization vector components according to the
polarization of the incident radiation.

The two polarization

vector components are aligned with the orientation of the Eplane
and the power associated with each vector component is directed
to an independent RF port phase center.

It follows that the

number of RF ports, each of which has an independent phase
center, is two-times the number of Epixels in the Eplane.
[0020]

The independent radio frequency signal components are

combined at each RF-port phase center to create a composite
radio frequency signal that travels through the remaining signal
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path and is sampled by the ADC.

The ADC sampling process locks

the relative time properties of the individual signals
components arriving at each RF Port phase center so that further
digital signal processing observes the relative time properties
of the signals as though the observation was occurring at the
radio frequency port phase center.
[0021]

It therefore follows that the relative phase and time

relationship between the CSOO and other signals of interest is
fixed in time at the phase center of each signal path.

If the

direction of arrival of the CSOO is known, then the relative
time of arrival of the CSOO at each phase center is computable
and can be used to calibrate each signal path in the partitioned
aperture signal acquisition system.

For a partitioned aperture,

the relative time of arrival of an incident signal at a
plurality of phase centers can be geometrically calculated given
the signal relative to the physical locations of the phase
centers.
[0022]

The method of the present invention determines the

digital domain direction of arrival of a CSOO by statistically
sampling the phase differences among the plurality of signal
paths in the digital domain.

The relative time difference of

arrival at a plurality of phase centers provides the information
necessary to determine the direction of arrival of a specific
emitter signal.
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[0023]

It is assumed that the radio frequency port phase

centers of a partitioned aperture are positioned on a flat plane
or a well-defined curved surface such as a cylinder or a sphere.
While the method described herein may be implemented on any
surface, only flat-plane architecture is described in detail.
Thus, it is assumed herein that the radio frequency port phase
centers are located on a uniform planar grid defined by X and Y
coordinates with dimensional variations that are less than a
tenth of a wavelength at the highest frequency of interest.

A

wave vector, also known as a ‘Poynting vector’, that defines the
direction of arrival of a signal is specified by angles, ϴ
(Theta) and φ (Phi), which are defined in accordance with the
partitioned aperture X-Y plane.

As used herein, Theta is

measured increasing clockwise from the negative X axis and Phi
is the elevation angle of the wave vector relative to the X-Y
plane.
[0024]

When the two angles specifying a wave vector and the

wavelength are known, the relative time difference of arrival
(RTDOA) for that wave vector can be calculated for each phase
center in an X-Y plane and the calculated RTDOA values can then
be used to calibrate the partitioned aperture.
[0025]

A wave vector, or Poynting vector, is associated with

each signal in the signal ensemble illuminating each RF-port
phase center in the segmented array.
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Poynting vector, defines the direction of propagation, and
therefore the direction of arrival of the electromagnetic signal
at each RF-port phase center in the segmented array.
[0026]

Using the language of the referenced patents, a

“segment” is the same as an Epixel.

A segmented array can also

be defined as an array of segments wherein each segment is an
Epixel with two RF ports, each of which has a well-defined phase
center having planar X-Y coordinates accurate to a tenth of a
wavelength at the highest frequency of interest.

For each

signal in the ensemble, the wave vector is defined by the two
angles (theta and phi) that define the direction of arrival for
that signal.

For each wave vector, the angles that define the

direction of arrival are assumed to be identical at each RF port
phase center in the array of RF port phase centers.
[0027]

Each wave vector has unique temporal features that may

be defined in terms of a phase or differential group delay.
These temporal features of the wave vector arrive at different
times at each RF-port phase center.

The critical parameter of

the temporal features of a signal of interest is the time
difference of arrival (TDOA) computed for each pair of the RF
port phase centers in the array of segments.

The TDOA of each

temporal feature at each pair of RF port phase centers is
determined by means of a digital signal processing algorithm.
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center-frequency is determined and assigned to the signal-ofinterest generating the temporal feature.
[0028]

The TDOA is then converted to an equivalent phase

angle at the center frequency.

It is this plurality of phase

angles that is used in the algorithm (described herein) that
determines the direction of arrival of the signal of interest
generating the TDOA.

It is these time differences that contain

the information needed to determine the direction of arrival for
each wave vector.
[0029]

For example, consider a case in which two signals are

incident on a planar array of aperture segments – each of which
has two RF ports and each RF port has one phase center.

In

operation, a first wave vector and a second wave vector
simultaneously enter the multiple phase centers.

Each aperture

segment is an Epixel with two RF ports, each of which has one
phase center.

After entering each phase center, the two signals

generated by the first and second wave vectors travel through
the same signal path.

After passing through the phase center,

the signals experience identical time.

It follows that the two

wave vectors then have a fixed temporal relationship relative to
each other so that if the direction of arrival of either of the
two vectors is known, then the direction of arrival of the other
vector can be determined.
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[0030]

When the electronic signals generated by the first and

second wave vectors are sampled by an analog-to-digital
converter terminating the analog signal path, their relative
time domain signal properties are set by the sampling process.
Their absolute signal properties may be peculiar to the
traversed signal path and their direction of arrival as the
electronic signals enter the partitioned aperture.
[0031]

As such, the direction of arrival of the second wave

vector is locked to the direction of arrival of the first wave
vector at each phase center of the partitioned aperture.
same is true of the other incident wave vectors.

The

Therefore, one

incident wave vector can act as the calibration signal for the
other incident wave vectors.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
[0032]

Other objects, features and advantages of the present

invention will be better understood by means of a detailed
description of the drawings that illustrate the principals of
the present invention in which:
[0033]

FIG. 1 depicts a resolution of a polarization vector

of each incident signal into two orthogonal component vectors
that align respectively with an X-axis and Y-axis;
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[0034]

FIG. 2 depicts a physical relationship among partition

elements and radio frequency ports that capture X and Y
components of a signal polarization vector;
[0035]

FIG. 3 depicts signal polarization components captured

by the radio frequency ports that are aligned with the X-axis
and are digitally processed to resolve an instantaneous Xcomponent of each signal polarization;
[0036]

FIG. 4 depicts signal polarization components captured

by the radio frequency ports that are aligned with the Y-axis
and are digitally processed to resolve an instantaneous Ycomponent of each signal polarization;
[0037]

FIG. 5 depicts an arrangement of radio frequency ports

and corresponding phase centers in a partitioned air interface
array;
[0038]

FIG. 6 is a schematic depicting a wave vector

direction of arrival;
[0039]

FIG. 7 is a schematic for computing a separation

between two radio frequency ports;
[0040]

FIG. 8 depicts a schematic for determining an expected

phase difference between a first wave vector arriving at a first
radio frequency port phase center and a second wave vector
arriving at a second radio frequency port phase center;
[0041]

FIG. 9 depicts a signal path GAIN fundamental limit;

and
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[0042]

FIG. 10 depicts a radio frequency port selector matrix

that selects four ports for each direction of arrival
determination.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION
[0043]

Referring now to the drawings, and more particularly

to FIG. 1, each propagating signal incident on an Eplane 10 has
a unique instantaneous polarization vector that is time
dependent.

An instantaneous angle of polarization ∏ is measured

clockwise from a positive X-axis of the Eplane 10 with the angle
of polarization resolved into two instantaneous orthogonal
polarization components.

A first orthogonal polarization

component 100 is aligned with the X-axis and a second orthogonal
polarization component 102 is aligned with the Y-axis.

The

first component 100 and the second component 102 of a
polarization vector 104 are captured by independent sets of
radio frequency ports.

The first component 100 is captured by a

set of X-polarization radio frequency ports 12 and the second
component 102 is captured by a set of Y-polarization radio
frequency ports 14.

When the first component 100 and the second

component 102 are resolved by processing a plurality of the
radio frequency ports 12 and 14; each resolved set will yield a
direction of arrival solution for the incident radio frequency
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signal and an instantaneous value of the radio frequency signal
polarization vector.
[0044]

FIG. 2 depicts the organization of the Eplane 10 in

which partition elements 16 are designed to resolve radio
frequency signal polarization into orthogonal components and
also to partition the Eplane into small apertures, each of which
is terminated into two RF ports.

One RF port 16 is partitioned

to capture RF energy aligned with the X-axis.

The polarization

vector component captured by this RF port is designated the Xpol or the first orthogonal polarization component 100.

A

second RF port 16 is partitioned to capture RF energy aligned
with the Y-axis.

The polarization vector component captured by

this RF port is designated the Y-pol or the second orthogonal
polarization component 102.

The RF ports 16 capture the scalar

magnitude of the vector components with the first polarization
component 100 processed separately from the second polarization
component 102.
[0045]

FIG. 3 illustrates a set of the X-polarization radio

frequency ports 12 that are aligned with the X-axis of the
Eplane 10 and FIG. 4 illustrates a set of the Y-polarization
radio frequency ports 14 that are aligned with the Y-axis of the
Eplane.
[0046]

Returning to FIG. 1, the Eplane 10 that is populated

with a plurality of RF ports, may represent either a plurality
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of X-pol RF ports 12 as shown in FIG. 3 or a plurality of Y-pol
RF ports 14 as shown in FIG. 4. The method steps of this
detailed description of the invention, to a direction-of-arrival
determination is the same for the set of X-pol RF ports 12 and
for the set of Y-pol RF ports 14.

Two processors are required

to determine the direction-of-arrival and the instantaneous
polarization of each signal in the field of view.
[0047]

In FIG. 5, a planar field of the RF ports, each of

which has a well-defined phase center is illustrated.

A central

radio frequency port 18 is chosen as an origin of an X-Y plane
on which the location of each radio frequency port is defined.
In order to simplify the method presented herein, an equally
spaced port arrangement is assumed but a similar analysis may be
used for any port spacing arrangement on a planar surface.
[0048]

As shown in FIG. 6, the central port 18 defines the

origins of the X-axis and the Y-axis.

The central port 18 is a

reference port for a phase difference associated with each radio
frequency port 12, 14.

For the purposes of this invention, a

phase difference represents any temporal feature of a received
signal that can be used to measure the time difference of
arrival of any signal in the ensemble at two or more RF ports in
the planar arrangement of RF ports.

The time arrival of a

complex waveform at two different radio frequency ports may be
determined by a process known as “cross-correlation”.
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purpose of the method described herein, the determined time
difference of arrival is converted to a phase angle difference
at a dominant frequency associated with the complex waveform.
[0049]

Each RF port phase center is planar aligned with each

other RF port phase center in the Eplane 10 as defined by the Xaxis and the Y-axis.

Since a phase center is defined by

electronic properties and not physical properties, the condition
that the RF port phase centers are planar aligned is a result of
the construction symmetry.

Also, because the physical location

for each RF port 12 on the Eplane 10 is defined by X-axis and Yaxis coordinates M and N respectively, the associated radio
frequency phase centers, RFPC may be identified by their
coordinates, M and N as RFPC (M, N).
[0050]

The method of the present invention is illustrated in

FIG. 6 in which the direction of arrival of a wave vector 20 (as
a signal) is specified by the angles, Theta (ϴ) and Phi (φ).
The wave vector 20 contacts the Eplane 10 as defined by the
coordinates on the X-axis and Y-axis at the central port 18.

A

wave vector representing a signal in the incident ensemble may
be observed to arrive at the same angle of incidence at each and
every RF port in the Eplane 10.

The temporal features of each

wave vector will arrive at each RF port at a time that is
determined by the direction of arrival of the wave vector 20.
plane 22 that is normal to the Eplane 10 and including the wave

A
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vector 20 is formed to place the first angle, Theta (ϴ), which
is measured increasing clockwise from the negative X axis.

A

view A-A’ is created normal to a plane 22 to show that the wave
vector 20 arrives at the second angle, Phi(φ) which is measured
as the elevation above the A-A’ view of the Eplane 10.
[0051]

In the figure, an isophase locus 24 (IPL) is

illustrated in which the phase is constant along this locus.
The IPL 24 is normal to the plane 22 of the incident wave vector
20.

The significance of the isophase locus 24 is that wave

vectors arriving at radio frequency ports on the same isophase
locus will arrive at the radio frequency port phase centers with
the same relative phase (“phase” is used in the present context
to represent any distinguishable temporal property of a wave
vector that can be measured).

Furthermore, any straight line

locus on the Eplane 10 that is parallel to the isophase locus 24
will also be an isophase locus.

Thus, the expected phase

difference between any two RF ports on an Eplane 10 reduces to
determining a perpendicular separation, 𝑍, between the isophase
loci intersecting two radio frequency ports (See FIG. 7).
[0052]

The objective of the method is to establish a

relationship between the variables Theta (ϴ),Phi (φ)and 𝑍 that
can be solved when the time difference of arrival between the
wave vector arriving at one radio frequency port and the wave
vector and the wave vector from the same source arriving at the
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second radio frequency port.

In the logic that follows, the

time difference of arrival for an RF signal wave vector arriving
at a first RF port and a second RF signal wave vector arriving
at a second RF port is calculated.

The geometry determines the

difference in distance traveled by the two wave vectors and then
computing the time difference of arrival by invoking the speed
of light as the propagation velocity.

The time difference of

arrival is the same for all wave vector pairs arriving on any
port pair such that the first port lies on a first isophase
locus and a second port lies on a second isophase locus
separated by the first isophase locus by a value of ‘Z”.
[0053]

FIG. 7 illustrates a geometry for computing the

perpendicular separation, 𝑍, between two isophase loci, passing
through the phase centers of two radio frequency ports defined
on the Eplane 10 by the coordinates (X1, Y1) and (X2, Y2).
Completing the geometrical construction, it is apparent that the
perpendicular separation is defined as the sum of two computable
segments 26, 28 with measures that depend on the coordinates of
the radio frequency ports and on the azimuthal angle, Theta (ϴ),
of arrival of the wave vectors 20.

The computable segments lead

to the evaluation of time differences of arrival among the
plurality of RF phase centers.
[0054]

The geometric relationship defining the measure of the

parameter 𝑍 is
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[0055]

𝑍 = (𝑋2 − 𝑋1 ) cos(𝜃) + (𝑌2 − 𝑌1 ) sin(𝜃)

[0056]

In FIG. 8, a graphical relationship is shown that

[1]

determines an expected phase difference, or equivalent time
delay, between a wave vector (radio signal) 30 arriving at a
radio frequency port phase center 32 and a wave vector (radio
signal) 40 arriving at a radio frequency port phase center 42,
wherein each phase center is located on the Eplane 10.

It is

reasonable to assume that the radiating source creating the wave
vectors 30, 40 is in the far field so that all wave vectors
arriving at each RF port on the Eplane 10 will arrive with the
same magnitude and at the same elevation angle, Phi φ.
[0057]

In the present invention, “far field” is an antenna

term and relates to the transition between complex fields near
the antenna and the far region where propagation is uniform.
This transition occurs at a distance roughly 2(D2)/lambda from
the antenna with approximately “D” being the largest dimension
of the antenna.

“D” is a linear dimension expressed in the same

units as the wavelength.

In the case of a parabolic reflector,

“D” is approximately equal to the diameter of the reflector.
With respect to the present invention, there is almost no
instance in which the signal sources will not be in the far
field.

This means that the wave vectors arriving at each RF

port will be identical to each other except for the time delay
caused by the direction of arrival.
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[0058]

In the figure, the wave vector 40 arriving at the

radio frequency port 42 at the coordinate (X2, Y2) travels
further by a distance Δ𝑅 than the wave vector 30 arriving at the
RF port 32 at the coordinate (X1, Y1) and therefore would be
phase delayed by an angle ∆𝜎 such that
2𝜋

[0059]

∆𝜎 = ( 𝜆 ) Δ𝑅

[0060]

When developing the direction-of-arrival of a signal,

[2]

a pure sinusoid is used, having virtually no bandwidth.

The

sinusoid has instantaneous phase and the phase difference
between two sinusoids of the same frequency may be represented
as an angle, which is designated as ∆𝜎 herein and is defined at
a single frequency and may be interpreted as a time delay.

When

computing ∆𝜎 for a complex waveform, cross-correlation is used
which results in 𝜆, a measure with dimensions in time.

A single

frequency is then used to represent this complex waveform and to
convert the time measure 𝜆 into an angle measure ∆𝜎 which is
mathematically equivalent and easier to compute.

In summary,

the incident waveforms are complex and may be spread over wide
bandwidths while in processing.

Each incident waveform is

replaced with a pure sinusoid and each time difference of
arrival is converted to an angle of phase representing an
equivalent time delay.
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[0061]

The measure of Δ𝑅 is made clearer by lines 34, 44 that

are normal to the wave vectors 30, 40 and pass through the wave
vectors at the phase centers 32, 42 of the respective incident
RF ports 12.
2𝜋

[0062]

∆𝜎 = ( 𝜆 ) [(𝑋2 − 𝑋1 ) cos(𝜃) − (𝑌2 − 𝑌1 ) sin(𝜃)] cos(𝜑)

[0063]

Using Equations (2) and (3), Δ𝑅 is defined by

(3)

comparison to Equation (2) and 𝜆 is the wavelength of the wave
vectors 30, 40.

As shown in the figure, the differential path

length, Δ𝑅, may be related to the separation parameter 𝑍 by the
cosine of the elevation angle Phi φ as indicated in Equation
(3).

Equation (3) expresses the expected phase difference

between any two radio frequency ports 12 arranged on an Eplane
10.
[0064]

The phase difference , ∆𝜎, incurred after the wave

vector has traveled an additional distance Δ𝑅, is a function of
a mechanical measure defining the locations of the radio
frequency ports 12, in which the relative locations of the ports
are rigid for all incident wave vectors, and the angles, ϴ and φ
that specify the direction of arrival of each wave vector.
[0065]

It should be noted that Equation (3) represents any

arrangement of two radio frequency ports located on a planar
surface and is not confined to a rectangular port arrangement as
depicted in FIG. 5.

The arrangement in FIG. 5 represents the
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partitioned air interface as described in United States Patent
Nos. 6,466,167 and 7,250,920, incorporated herein by reference.
[0066]

Restated, the present invention, which is based on the

properties expressed by Equation (3), describes a method for
determining the direction of arrival coordinates for a plurality
of far-field RF sources that are generating wave vectors toward
aperture segments of a specific Eplane 10.

The phase-difference

relationship expressed by Equation (3) is valid for any planar
array of identical RF ports acting as receivers of wave vectors
from far field sources.

The phase difference, 𝜎, is measured in

radians provided that the X and Y coordinates of the radio
frequency port phase centers are expressed in the same measure
as the wavelength, 𝜆, and provided that the angles, ϴ and φ, are
expressed in radians.
[0067]

In addition, the method of the present invention

requires that each radio frequency port phase center begins a
signal path that leads to an analog-to-digital converter which
digitizes the analog electromagnetic energy coupled to the radio
frequency port phase center and generates a digital data stream
representing the combined time-varying electromagnetic energy of
the ensemble of wave vectors arriving at a radio frequency port.
A minimal requirement for each signal path is illustrated in
FIG. 9.
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[0068]

In the figure, each signal path begins at a typical RF

port phase center, RFP, in which the port phase center is
associated with an effective aperture, A.

Electromagnetic

energy from radiating sources arriving at the Eplane 10 within a
field of view of the effective aperture is concentrated at the
RFP and is gathered into a transmission line that is connected
to the input port of a low-noise amplifier 104.
[0069]

The low-noise amplifier 104 amplifies electromagnetic

energy entering the signal path.

The gain of the low-noise

amplifier 104, minus the losses in an anti-aliasing filter 106,
is determined by the properties of a signal path analog-todigital converter 108 and a required system noise figure, FSYS.
The minimum signal path Gain is subject to a fundamental limit
as defined by the parameters of the Gain equation of FIG. 9.
[0070]

In the figure, the properties of the analog-to-digital

converter 108 that influence the Gain are identified inside the
square brackets with: N being the number of quantization bits in
a quantizer of the analog-to-digital converter; fN being the
Nyquist bandwidth of the analog-to-digital converter (defined as
one-half the sample rate of the analog-to-digital converter);
PFSAO being the sine wave power available from the output of a
driving source with a signal amplitude that matches a full-scale
signal dynamic range of the analog-to-digital quantizer at a
frequency greater than ninety percent of the Nyquist frequency;
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k being Boltzmann’s constant 1.38064852 × 10-23 m2 kg s-2 K-1 ; and
T0 being the Kelvin standard temperature, 290 degrees Celsius.
[0071]

The overall gain of a signal path between the radio

frequency port phase center and the input port of the analog-todigital converter 108 is subject to a fundamental limit of the
Gain.

The Gain is determined by the properties of the analog-

to-digital converter and the required system noise figure, FSYS,
which is specified at the input port of the low noise amplifier
104.

This fundamental limit is derived as an optimization of

the signal dynamic range of the signal path as determined by the
minimum detectable signal power density in the presence of a
quantization noise power density of the analog-to-digital
converter 108 resulting from a maximum quantizable signal at a
frequency which is greater than ninety percent of the Nyquist
frequency.
[0072]

Furthermore, each signal path is virtually identical

to each other signal path so that statistical variations among
the plurality of signal-path transfer functions are Gaussian
distributed with a slowly time-varying mean and standard
deviation.
[0073]

The plurality of digital data streams entering a

digital signal processor 110 is equal to the number of radio
frequency ports in an affected Eplane.

The digital signal

processor 110 performs digital operations on the digital data
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streams to extract data about the incident radiation captured by
the Eplane 10 for a plurality of radio frequency ports.
[0074]

The illustration of a wave vector direction of arrival

has been previously illustrated in FIG. 6 as requiring the
determination of the angles, ϴ and φ, which describe an
azimuthal coordinate and an elevation coordinate of the incident
wave vectors 30, 40.

Furthermore, a derived phase relation is

described in Equation (3) that expresses the phase difference,
∆𝜎, between the phase centers of any two radio frequency ports
as a function of the trigonometric properties of the two angles
of incidence, ϴ and φ, the physical coordinates of the selected
radio frequency port phase centers, and the wavelength of the
incident wave vectors 30, 40.
[0075]

The relationship described in Equation (3) may be

interpreted in at least two different ways.

First, if the

angles ϴ and φ are known, then the expected magnitude of the
phase difference, ∆𝜎, between any two radio frequency ports can
be calculated.
[0076]

As shown in FIG. 10, second and most important for

determining the direction of arrival, the angles ϴ and φ, are
determined by the simultaneous solution of two phase difference
measurements based on two independent pairs of radio frequency
ports.

For each far field emitter, a phase comparator 112 of

the digital signal processor 106 is programmed to evaluate the
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phase difference between pairs of specific incident wave vectors
30, 40 that arrive at pairs of radio frequency ports.

Only two

pairs of radio frequency ports are necessary to obtain ϴ and φ
values for one such far field emitter.
[0077]

A ‘port pair’ is defined herein as two randomly

selected radio frequency ports 12 as depicted in FIG. 7 and are
identified in the present description by the script ‘ppi’ for
the ith port pair and ‘ppk’ for the kth port pair.

In this

definition, ‘ppi’ and ‘ppk’ represent any two randomly selected
port pair groups chosen for the evaluation of the direction of
arrival for a wave vector.

For the arrival of the wave vectors,

one port pair is (X1,Y1)ppi, (X2,Y2)ppi and the other port pair is
(X1,Y1)ppk, (X2,Y2)
[0078]
∆𝜎

ppi

ppk.

Referring now to Equation (3) as applied to FIG. 10,

represents the measured phase difference of the ith port

pair and Δσppk represent the measured phase difference for the kth
port pair.

Furthermore, define the ratio of ∆𝜎ppi to ∆𝜎ppk as

‘ρi,k’.
∆𝜎

[(𝑋2𝑖 − 𝑋1𝑖 ) cos(𝜃)+(𝑌2𝑖 −𝑌1𝑖 ) sin(𝜃)]

[0079]

𝜌𝑖,𝑘 = ∆𝜎 𝑝𝑝𝑖 = [(𝑋

[0080]

Equation (4) may be rearranged to determine the

𝑝𝑝𝑘

2𝑘 − 𝑋1𝑘 ) cos(𝜃)+(𝑌2𝑘 −𝑌1𝑘 ) sin(𝜃)]

(4)

azimuth angle, θ, as illustrated in Equation (5).
[0081]

(𝑋2 −𝑋1 )
(𝜌 )− (𝑋2 − 𝑋1 )
𝜃̂𝑖,𝑘 = tan−1 { (𝑌 −𝑌 ) 𝑝𝑝𝑘(𝜌 𝑖,𝑘) − (𝑌 − 𝑌 ) 𝑝𝑝𝑖 }
2

1 𝑝𝑝𝑘

𝑖,𝑘

2

1 𝑝𝑝𝑖
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[0082]

The hat over 𝜃̂𝑖,𝑘 indicates that each result is an

estimate of the true value of theta and that multiple results
will be necessary to establish a mean value for theta.

Herein,

the mean value thus obtained is designated by a bar over 𝜃̅.
[0083]

Estimates of 𝜃̅ may be used to derive estimates for the

elevation angle 𝜑̂ using Equation (4) with any of the randomly
selected port pairs as illustrated in Equation (6).
𝜆∆𝜎𝑝𝑝𝑖

[0084]

𝜑̂𝑖 = cos−1 {2𝜋[(𝑋

[0085]

The hat over 𝜑̂𝑖 indicates that each result is an

̅
̅
2 − 𝑋1 )𝑝𝑝𝑖 cos(𝜃 )− (𝑌2 − 𝑌1 )𝑝𝑝𝑖 sin(𝜃 )]

}

(6)

estimate of the true value of Phi (φ) and that multiple results
will be necessary to establish a mean value for Phi (φ).
Herein, the mean value thus obtained will be designated by a bar
over 𝜑̅.
[0086]

A statistical method for determining the direction of

arrival by measuring the phase difference between pairs of radio
frequency ports has been described although phase measurements
for only two pairs of randomly chosen radio frequency ports are
necessary to obtain a direction of arrival solution estimate.
The solution estimate will be subject to statistical variations
in the transfer function properties of selected signal paths.
mean direction of arrival solution may be obtained by averaging
N solution estimates obtained by repeating the direction of
arrival determination using other randomly selected port pairs.
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[0087]

The number, N, of solutions required to obtain a

direction of arrival solution with predictable accuracy may be
determined from the variance of the phase distribution
measurements.

Since the variance is a slowly time-varying

property of the physical hardware, N will decrease as the
history of direction of arrival determinations increases.
[0088]

Once the direction of arrival of any signal has been

determined with acceptable accuracy; the determined signal may
become a signal-of-opportunity and can be used as an observable
with a known relative time-of-arrival at each radio frequency
port phase center in a designated array.

Since every signal

acquired by the subject array will be locked in time to the
observable signal at the phase centers of the radio frequency
ports, the direction of arrival of every signal acquired may be
determined in the digital signal processing software without
further resorting to the process used to obtain the direction of
arrival of the observable.

In this way, a signal of opportunity

becomes an observable signal that can be used to determine the
direction of arrival of other signals captured by a designated
Eplane.
[0089]

It will be understood that many additional changes in

the details, materials, steps and arrangement of parts, which
have been herein described and illustrated in order to explain
the nature of the invention, may be made by those skilled in the
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art within the principle and scope of the invention as expressed
in the appended claims.
[0090]

The foregoing description of the preferred embodiments

of the invention has been presented for purposes of illustration
and description only.

It is not intended to be exhaustive nor

to limit the invention to the precise form disclosed; and
obviously many modifications and variations are possible in
light of the above teaching.

Such modifications and variations

that may be apparent to a person skilled in the art are intended
to be included within the scope of this invention as defined by
the accompanying claims.
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METHOD FOR ESTABLISHING DIRECTION OF ARRIVAL
BY USE OF SIGNALS OF OPPORTUNITY

ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE
A method is provided for use of a segmented aperture
communications system to determine a direction of arrival of a
radio signal in which the system includes a receiver plane
having equally spaced and planar aligned radio frequency ports.
Computation of the aperture segments depends on the port
coordinates where the geometric relationship of the segments is
used to determine a time delay and direction of arrival of the
signal.

The ports receive at least two orthogonal polarizations

that characterize the incoming signals.

A central port is used

as reference to determine a phase difference associated at each
port.

Two angles are calculated by a simultaneous solution of

two phase difference measurements to determine the direction of
arrival solution.

A mean direction of arrival solution is

obtained by averaging solution estimates that are obtained by
repeating the direction of arrival determination using random
port pairs.
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